[Surgical pain management. A Germany-wide survey including the effect of clinical guidelines].
Over the last few years, various studies have aimed at improving the diagnosis and therapy of perioperative and posttraumatic pain. In an anonymous postal survey, 2,393 German surgical clinics were asked to describe several aspects of their clinical pain treatment. In order to assess the influence of interdisciplinary guidelines on surgical pain therapy, the results of this survey were compared to a survey from 1997. The response rate was 30.8% ( n=738). Pain was measured quantitatively in 11.4% ( n=80) of hospitals, a figure which is unchanged since 1997. In pain treatment,however, some changes were discernible: while 46.6% of all hospitals in 1997 used patient-controlled analgesia often or occasionally, this proportion has risen to 64.5%.Both, the national acute pain guidelines and the WHO chronic pain guidelines were well known (71.3% and 74.7%) and accepted (98.8% and 98.5%, respectively). Among those surgeons who knew the national guidelines,93.7% reported that they used them clinically. In 149 hospitals (20.2%), local guidelines have been developed either anew or from existing guidelines. Although clinical guidelines are widely used, pain therapy in surgical patients has improved only marginally.